Genomic insights into bacterial pathogenesis Genomic insights into bacterial pathogenesis

What features enable certain bacteria to be pathogens? What features enable certain bacteria to be pathogens?
How might it be possible to identify the particular gene or genes (termed "virulence factors" or "pathogenicity determinants") that distinguish pathogenic from nonpathogenic bacteria.
Can these features be recognized by inspecting Can these features be recognized by inspecting genome sequences? genome sequences?
The majority of sequencing projects have been directed towards determining the full genome sequences of bacterial pathogens, with the goal of identifying and understanding the genetic basis of pathogenicity and virulence.
Most research focuses on enteric bacteria Most research focuses on enteric bacteria
What are enteric bacteria? What are enteric bacteria?
The enterics (or the Enterobactericaea) form a group of related bacteria that were known to reside in, and were first isolated from, the mammalian intestine. • Allelic differences in genes common to enteric bacteria
• Regulatory differences in genes common to enteric bacteria
• Absence of a virulence repressor in the pathogen
• Presence of pathogen-specific virulence determinants. Lateral (or horizontal) gene transfer denotes any transfer, exchange or acquisition of genetic material that differs from the normal mode of transmission from parents to offspring (vertical transmission).
How is possible to identify the genes
Vertical evolution Horizontal evolution
Lateral gene transfer (LGT) can occur by several mechanisms and cause the transfer/acquisition of genes within a genome, among members of the same species, or between members of very different taxa.
How do genes get transferred laterally?
How do genes get transferred laterally? (from Redfield, Nat. Rev. Genet. 2001) The overall base composition of E. coli, Shigella & Salmonella is 52% G+C
